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2011-2016 FORD F250-F450
FHDHB1116 (P/N# 1007656)
FHDHB1116SL (P/N# 1007674)

1. Starting at the passenger rear corner
lay out your harness so that the long
side (A) is facing the left side
2. Route the (A) side of the harness over
the trailer hitch to the left hitch bar
3. Route the (B) side of the harness to the
right side hitch bar
4. Secure by inserting and twisting close the IP68 water-
proof connectors to each hitch bar
5. Route the 25’ (C) side of harness along
passenger side frame rail to power source
or switch in the front of the vehicle
6. Go back through your wiring and secure
wires as needed. Ensure harness does not
contact any moving or hot parts of the truck
7. Connect the wires at the end of (C) to applicable on/off 
upfitter switches or control boxes in
your truck. (See wiring diagram to the right)
8. Adjust hitch bars as needed for optimal coverage.
Test power to all lights and secure any loose wiring.

HARNESS ORIENTATION
A) 5’ SIDE OF HARNESS
B) 3’ SIDE OF HARNESS
C) 25’ EXTENSION TO POWER SUPPLY

STEP 2: HARNESS INSTALLATION

STEP 1: HITCH BAR™ INSTALL

SCAN TO WATCH
YOUTUBE VIDEO

· Determine left from right light bar
· Side lights will be facing down if you have them in the proper orientation
· Insert 1 light bar into each end of the hitch frame

Using the supplied hardware:
· Insert 1 bolt through the hole in the side of the hitch frame with a washer
· Secure on the inside of the hitch frame with washer and locking nut
· Loosely tighten, check of light bars, adjust if needed
· Fully tighten locking nut
(Last chance to check that the side lights are facing down and you have 
them in the proper orientation prior to securing)
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